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Quartered Moons
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Instructions with step-by-step images and 
templates to make this easy curved-block 

quilt, with many variations...
Quilt devised and made by Heather Hasthorpe

Paern made by Helen Howes



This block is usually called a Drunkard’s Path, but this 
variation looks so much like the full moon that the title was 
inevitable...

Start by cuing the pieces from the templates (you will 
"nd this template is available in acrylic from many suppliers 
for rotary cuing - if you plan to make a big piece, consider 
investing in these). If you just want to make a few, trace 
these onto card
Each block needs four curved pieces A and four outer pieces 
B.  If you want to cut these in counterchange fashion, you 
will "nd that 
the pieces cut 
very economically 
two at a time from 
7-1/4 inch squares.

For the quilt as shown on the cover you need 36 inner and 
36 outer pieces for nine blocks

Make one pair to try out the paern - you will "nd one pair 
of pieces enclosed to start 
you off.  I folded the pieces 
and pressed a lile crease 
to mark the centre of each 
piece.
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Pin the outer piece on top of the inner curve, right 
sides together. Pin in the middle, then at each end, 
then along between.. (I found that I could use 
fewer pins as I made more blocks, but be patient 
at "rst with the process of pinning)

Sew the edges together, using a slightly scant 
1/4 inch seam and making sure the ends and the 
edges meet neatly

Make more, for a bigger quilt...

Layer your quilt top with wadding/baing and a 
backing, and quilt as desired - the sample on the 
cover was made by Heather Hasthorpe and long-
arm quilted by Julie Barnes...



Press the block - the seam will run towards the 
inner or the outer part of the block and does not 
need to be snipped... You need to press alternate 
ways, so do this when you have decided on your 
layout

Make some more - when you have made enough, 
arrange them to your satisfaction and sew them 
together into rows and columns.  Press the seams 
alternate ways in the rows and in one direction once 
the columns are joined

Of course, you can 
arrange 
these many 
different ways...
Play with colour
Play with shape

This one is all blues 
and neutrals, 
and beetles!


